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NEW IIBXICO LOBO

Dr Trier Honored
BY•I,r 1I·_n·cI Soc·lefy U~!!~__..

foundation Gives Listen to KUNM

1200 Students Waiting

Tutor Shortage Expected
During June, J uIYi August

A shortage of volunteer tutors
may deprive more than 1200
school children of the chance to
recover lost ground during the
summer months.
A survey made this week by
Mrs. Betty Harrison, coordinator
·of elementary counseling for the
Albuquerque Public Schools Title

Mirage Distributed
To Students-Today
The 1968 Mirage will be distributed at 12 noon today announced editor Leslie Argo Chase.
The annual can be picked up
by students in front of the journalism department. All students
will be asked to present their
student identification cards, before they can receive the annual.

Fr. Taylor Returns
The Father John Taylor, student and instructor in the engineering department of UNM between 1955 and 1961, returns to
Albuquerque next week after ordination in Iowa as a Dominican
priest. He will offer his first Mass
in the Newman Center Chapel on
May 30 at 7:30 p.m. Anyone
interested may attend.

I program, shows 1244 children in
27 public and nine parochial
schools in the county's poverty
areas wish to participate in a
summer tutorial program.
But a citizens group trying to
organize such a program was told
Wednesday requests for volunteer
tutors have met with little response and time is running out.
"I'M SURE more volunteers
will be forthcoming," said Joe
Willis, director of the Albuquerque Tutorial Council, "but organizing and coordinating even a
modest tutoring program takes
a great deal of time, and there
are only two weeks left before
the end of school!'
Roy Phillips, Title I counselor
at Longfellow and Coronado elementary schools, said that tutoring helps the tutor as much as it
does the child because it gives to
both a sense of accomplishment.
"Tutoring really appeals to people once they've tried it," he said.
Li>uis Martinez, general chairman of the group, proposed that
an aU-out effort be made during
the coming week to recruit volunteers including parents, senior
citizens, and students.
A desision to abandon or continue with the proposed program
will be made next Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. in a public meeting at
the Santa Barbara-Martineztown
Community Center, 1320 Edith
Blvd., N.E.

WANT ADS

HELP WANTED
·EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education firm has developed a
program learning system and is now hir...
ing college students for fnD time snmmer
employment to present this system to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Stodents please
call between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5-22.
FOR SALE

SEARS MOTORBIKE: Excellent Condition, 1600 Miles. $100 or reasonable offer. Can Rosenblatt, 268-2001.
SEVEN BEDROOM, 4 bath home, including basement apartment. Located aeroos from Sigma Chi House. Corner lot
would provide parking on property.
Price includes all draperies. many articles of bousehod furnishings. $45,000.
Phone 243-3493.
AUTO INSURANCE too high? CaD
Farmer's today. 12 months to pay, 2992296.
5/22
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1966 BSA Mark ll Spitfire.
650 cc $800, Call 242-6919.
DUNE BUGGY VOLKSWAGON, EMPI
Body. Red. ExcelJent condition. Moving.
must selL See at 116* Columbia SE.
GOYA Classical Guitar. Call 242-2240. &k
for John.

LOOKING FOR AN A'l"rBACTIVE clean
reliable car! )(y power equipped, deluxe
RH 1960 Oldsmobile is an ~
nice one. Pbone 3«-24S3.
LIGHT, Portable Air cooler. Coolo, ftlteno,
ventilates. Top condition. Call 242-5468
atl2.,6.
HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT. Smith
Sandia HiJJs-3 bedroom, 1~ bo.th.. Den
carpeting, Built-in ldteben. 1 :veer 1oue
with option to buy, $225 per month.
255-4057 or 255-50S3.
FOR RENT

SUB-LEASE aP&rtment, $75. mo. N""'
wan to wall carpet, quiet 2 bedroom, unfurnished. Call 265-4557 after 5" :00 p.m.
CJooe to UNll and Kirtland Base
NEW V ARSIXY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE. Deluxe fum. unib-twin 01' doable
beds. $115-120 including utilities. 2423080.
APT. FOR RENT, Carpet. wtlOd pane).
ing, modern famished. Available .June
2, thru A~ 31, $110 per month,
Utilities included, 205 Maple SE. 8421493.
5/22
PERSONALS
WILL THE GIRL at the h'brary door with
the boots and brown f!Yes, pJoue meet me
at the SUB info desk, Thnn.. or Toe. at
3:30,

SPEND SUMliER FREE at. a pilar ranchero. Unimproved but pic""'-tue adobe
boUBe, artistic setting, with fzout Jake..
No pay and no work-tam. water on and
ol[. Write Box 5011, Sants Fe, New Hex-

SERVICES

120 Yale S.E.
842-1413
I Ching or Book of Changes
Wilhelm/Baynes
$6.00
Maharishi The Guru
Ramparts (May Issue)

Wednesday, May 22,1968

.75
.75

We Are Many (new poems)
Pablo Neruda
$2.50
Back Country
Gary Snyder
$1.25
How To Stay Out of the Army
lynn
$1.25
Evergreen #55 Cesar Vallejo,
Ginsberg, Pound, Diane Di
Prima etc.
$ 1.00
Paris Review #42
Ginsberg, Whalen, Cendrars,
Aiken
$1.25
Guerilla Warfare
Che Guevara
$1.65
Dr. Spock On Vietnam
.75
Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi
$1.00
Mahesh Yogi
New American Review
#3
$1.25
Revolution in the Revolution
Debroy
.95
Marijuana Papers
Solomon
$1.50
(Plus large selection of fine little press poetry books)

SWIIOIING PABTIES--Gr iuR plo.in
J>artieo. Facilities incJade IIWimmiD!r,
dancing, Bar-B-Q. YO!Jey ban etc. '/midnight, 10 to 500 - . , Life
Gnards provided. Thunderillrd SwimGym, 24.7-96'17.
SPEEDOMETER AND Tachometer Repair on imported cars. European in ..
struments. 117* Beyn Mawr SE. 265271L
5/22

i1$MS
Makers of Hanel Made
lndia11 Jeweii'J'
OLDTOWN

Sehool ~.~::!fbe;r!:~!r~

tion has awarded the department

ART

. . ll=llrv•ng
Mexican nners
and American Dishes

3 UNM Students
Receiving Awards
Three students at UNJ[ will
share a $250 award as winners
of the 1968 eighth annual :Reynolds Aluminum Prize for Architectural students from UNIPs
department of architecture..
The winners are Miquel C. H.
Guajardo, Chihuahua. llexieo;
Richard B. Moeller, Albuquerque;
and Richard R. Ruminski, Albuquerque.
The student prize, llilministered by the American Institute of
Architects, is offered for tlle "best
original architectural design in
which creative use of aluminum
is an important contributing Detor."
Guajardo's design was also entered in national competition. It
will be pres en ted during the
American Institute of Archil:eetll"
convention in Port1and. Oregon,
.Tune 24-27.

Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount

H

11 :30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily '
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

AAA-1 COMPANY
HAS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FOR
MEN and WOMEN 18 to 25
If you have 1emporarily discontinued
your education until fall and
if you are available immediately
we can offer you interesting
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

COlLEGE STUDENTS
that have had their 18th birthday

Newman Advisors
To Leave Campus
Two members of tlle Newman
Center staff, Fr. Thomas FI:JDD
and Sr. Thomas Aqoin, are being
transferred this falL Both have
been in UNM off-campus work for
years.
Fr. Flynn will teach philosophy
at University of Dallas. Sr.
.Thomas Aquin, Danforth scholar.
will join the University of Houston Newman Center staff.

will be considered
A MINIMUM
SAlARY OF

$UO MEN
$350 WOMEN

TO THOSE
WHO QUAliFY

$35,000 In Cash Scholar• ships
Acapulco Trips by way
• of20Mexico
City
$35,000 In Metd!andise
• Awards
the World Trip
• 68Round
Wagons
• Boat,1969Station
Trailer and Motor

•

and mony more prizes to those who excel! in their work

FOR INTERVIEW AND INFORMATION
CALL 242-1609

Robert F. Kennedy
Needs Your Help To
Win The Presidency

All inquiries should be made between 9 a . m. on· d 2 p.m.

I can assist in the summer by:

0

n

0
0
0
0

Attending Precinct Meetings
(June 15)
Working At Headquarters
Canvasing Precincts
Telephoning
Special Talents . . ........... .
Other ....................•.

................. ., .......

'"

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Rllturn To Ot Gall·
Citi>lens for !(en~
333 Osuoo Rd. N.W.
Albuq., N.M 671137
3#2373 or 344-2374

....... .

Name --------~ Campus Address - - - - - - - - Summer Address ------------~-----Tefe. - - - - - - - - - - - Summer Tale. - - - - - - - - - -

3?3.78{

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

.

t(n3c(Ow
V·11

AlTENTION BRIDES TO BE

QUAlllY Wedding invitations and all
A doctor at the tJml
.....,. goods to lit your budget. Six
of Medicine is one of 50 ~ 900 of University funds, for the
c1ars
..me., all WOitr guaranteed.
in the United states honored this pun:ha.se of equipment for a new
year for his medi_eal resea.n;h_ by undergraduate laboratory.
Also a large selection of Graduation ·
the American Society for ClmM:al
This new laboratory will be
& Fatloer's Day Cord11, party and
Investigation.
_
composed of severa! :fully-instroeiftl. Slep and at Gnlham'•
Dr• .l~es S. Trier~ a gastro.. mented small seale proeesses
enterologi.o;t .~d ~te profes- whiclt will be used to verify and
H.. of HAlUMRK. 3501 l.olnas
sor of medicme, receiVed ASCI :reinfo:n:e tlle principlea and conBlvd. NE. :25.5-4989.
membership at .a ~eeting. of the cepts taught in the process dygroup in Atlantic City. It JS open namics and control lecture course.
only to persons who have made
- ~~-t th tu
outstanding contnlmtions to medAn added bonus JS .....,.
~s ical research.
dents will hav~ an opportunity ~
Four other members of the become famihar '!lth electro_mc
School of Medicine faculty also ~- con~Is w!Dch are :finding
hold memberships in the society: mcreasmg mdostrial use ~d acceptanee
of their
comSUPPLIES
Dr. Solomon p apper, chairman
•_
tibility because
_....'. control
of the department of medicine; pa
.... ,... process
20% DISCOUNT
Dr. Ernest R. Simon, associate oomputer.s..
professor of medicine; Dr. Theo- iiiiiftiiliiNiiftpjljftjiiftftiiliiiViA~!Ir
Sloiva Oils t. Water Colors
dore N. Fiuley, associate profesBrushes -Canvas
CAMPUS
LAUNDRY
sor of medicine who will be leaYPanels- S!Tekhed Canvas
ing to take a position in Califorand CLEANING
Streh:her Bars & More
nia; and Dr. Theodore Cooper.
CoiHp Dly.a-ing
LANG ELL'S
chairman of pharmacology who
mod laundry
2510 Central S.E.
is leaving to become director of
Open 8 AM-8 PM.
Across
From Johnson Gym
c-oue~ar Alwap .... o.ty
the National Heart Institute..
2106
Ceatral
s.e.
247-0836
Dr. Trier :received both his undergraduate and medical edumtion at University of Was}Jington,
where he graduated with honors
from the medical school in 1957.
After serving in intern and :residency programs at Strong :Uemorial Hospital in Rochester,
N.Y., he became a clinical associate at the National Cancer
Institute in Bethesda, Hd.
Before coming to UNII this
school year, he was assistant professor of medicine at University
of Wisconsin and chief of gastroenterology at Veterans Admini,._
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
tration Hospital in Madison, W"JS.
Catering service to your favorite eating place

$250 Each

Cor&"na i<JJ L.,'bys.J

EW
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No.1 Summer

~..,

...~

Su er Lectures
Set Under Stars
fj

UNM's traditional "Lecture the summer session will conduct
Under The Stars" series will be- the fifth lecture called "Viet
gin on June 24. The lectures are Nam." He is professor Leonard
invariably interesting and in- Adolf from Oregon State Univerformative.
sity.
The series will consist of six
The last lecture will be given
lectures with topics varying from
by Harry Reed, a far north spethe Middle East to Alaska. The cialist. Th~ topic will be "Alaska"
majority of the lectures are con- and will include a film to be
ducted on the lawn in front of shown in the Union ballroom.
the administration building patio
beginning at 8 ;p.m.
BECAUSE IT is still too light
to show films at 8 p.m. MDT, the
two lectures which require the
use of films will be given in the
Union ballroom;
Albuquerque's c 1 i m a t e and
relatively clean air make these
evening lectures most enjoyable;
UNM WILL HOST one of the most comprehenDan D. Chavez has been apunbelievable improvement ·
variety to include feather and banded baskets in an
sive-and in many respects, the best-collection of
pointed
Assistant Director of tho:»
what Brody calls a "truly gorgeous collection." over the classroom.
University of New Mexico DiviNorth American baskets in existence during June.
The
first
lecture
will
be
given
The Maxwell Museum has spent considerable
sion of Extension, Summer SesThe more than 700 baskets arrived at the Maxwell
time building the basket collection and is now Monday June 24. The talk will be sion, and Community Services.
Museum of Anthropology in Albuquerque last
delivered
by
Dr.
John,
Furbay,
helping to build the strength of the UNM MuThe announcement of the apweek as a permanent loan from an anthropology
seum with the permanent loan from its collection. an internationally known lectur- pointment was made by Dr. Mormuseum in 'fulsa. The baskets range in size and
er. This will be the fifth time
Dr. Furbay has conducted a lec- ris McMichael, Director-elect, and
ture under the stars at U~M the position will be effective July
1.
since 1957.
Chavez is 34 and married. He
DR. FURBAY is a Fellow of
has
a BS degree in Science Eduthe Royal Geographic Society of
cation
and an MA degree in EduLondon, the Royal Anthropological Society and the National cational Administration from the
University of New Mexico, and
Geographic Society.
a
Ph.D. in process from the UniThe second lecture in the series
One of the most comprehenThe collection of more than 700 beaded baskets-it's truly a gor- will be given by Col. John D. versity of Michigan, and in Edusive-and in many respects, the prime baskets arrived last week
cational Administration.
best-collection of North Ameri- at the Maxwell Museum of An- geous collection," Brody said. Craig in the Union ballroom. It
He has been a science teacher
can baskets in existence went on thropology, University and Ash "Essentially baskets are utilitar- will feature a film titled "In- in an Albuquerque junior high
comparable
Greece".
Col
Craig
ian
items,
but
in.
some
areas
the
display Thursday, June 13, at the NE, as a permanent Joan from
specializes in travel-adventure school, and a principal-teacher in
wea~ets have turned basketry inUNM.
films.
the Philbrook Museum of Tulsa, to a fine art."
the Bernalillo junior high school,
Okla.
as
well as director of the Small
The
third
lecture
will
be
given
The baskets range in size from
Schools
Project for the New Mel'.by
Professor
John
Lawlor
on
the
JERRY BRODY, curator of the very, very small to huge ex- administration building patio. ico Department of Education.
Field Trip
Maxwell Museum, said the mu- amples. They cover all the basket The topic will be "Britain's NewHe has served in the U.S. Navy
seum was closed June 6-13 for making areas of North America. est Universities". Professor Law- where he was an education officer.
The Maxwell Museum has been lor is the chairman of the Engthe installation of several baskets
Chavez has received the Mott
from this new Clark Field collec- gathering an excellent collection lish department at the University Fellowship and the NDEA Feltion.
of baskets for a number of years, of Keele in England. Prof. Law- lowship for study at the UniverMr. Field, 86, lives in Tulsa and "and now we are building on our lor will be a guest faculty mem- sity of Michigan and is also the
strength," Brody said.
ber at UNM during this summer recipient of the State GovernThe University of New Mex- is the father of Mrs. Dorothy
session.
Previously,
Field
donated
his
ment Internship A'vard in 1959,
Maxwell.
The
UNM
museum
reico's 37th annual field session in
and
the Career Education Award,
DR.
cently
was
named
in
honor
of
ROBERT
MEAD,
will
deextensive li\>rary of anthropologiarchaeology and ethnology, conin
1965.
liver
the
fourth
lecture
on
July
Mrs.
Maxwell
and
her
husband,
sidered one of the major summer
cal books to UNM.
15. His topic will be "Our Image
field schools in the United States, Gilbert Maxwell.
The basket exhibit opened June in Latin America". Dr. Mead is
For many years, Field judged
has been scheduled for June 1513 and the museum will be open an expert on Latin American litJuly 27.
basket entries at the Gallup
erature and culture. He, too, will
to
the public without charge from
Annually, about 60 students Ceremonial.
be
a guest faculty member this
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through summer.
from 25 colleges and universi"THERE ARE feather baskets, Saturday.
ties, come to New Mexico for the
Another visiting professor for
"dig."
The
Albuquerque
Tutoring
Council is currently seeking stuFor the fifth year, Dr. Flordents interested in tutoring at
ence Ellis of the UNM Departsix
volunteer cultural enrichment
ment of Anthropology will lead
projects
scattered through tfie
excavations at Sapawe, 65 miles
poverty
areas
of the city.
northwest of Santa Fe in the
Tutors are also needed to help
Chama drainage. Work during
individual children with academic
past summers has shown that
problems. Tutors can spend as
Sapawe was occupied by A.D.
much
time as in convenient with
1400 or before. Some occupation
teaching
duties.
lasted into the 17th Century, but
Projects
are at Old Town
in Sapawe there is almost no
School on Mountain Rd. NW (1evidence of European influence.
3 p.m. on Mon., Tues., and Wed.),
Living quarters for the field
La Lm: Elementary on Griegos
sPs~ion will be the canvas coverRd. NW (9-11 a.m. on Mon., and
ed tepees of Tepee Village, beWed.), Martinez Town on Edith
neath the great red and white
(Tues., and Thurs. afternoons),
sandstone cliffs of Ghost Ranch.
South Broadway Community CenPlanned during the field sester at S. Broadway and Miles Rd.
sion is an optional day, 1600 mile
(mornings and afternoons), Riveampiug-field trip to Mesa Verde,
erview Elementary School on
Chu<·o Canyon, Gallup, Flagstaff,
Bare1as Ave. (mornings and afHopi Mesas, and Kaventa.
ternoon on Tues., and Thurs.),
Armijo School on Isleta Blvd.
(time yet to be arranged.)
.,.
llllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111
Individual tutors wishing to
work with one chile! may arraug.,
Mirage
their own time and location. Auy
Student still wishing to !Jick
;One interested in additional ill·
up copies of the 1908 Mirage cmt
formation on the tutol'ing proobtain the ycurbooks in RQom 15!)
gram is asked to contm·t JVJJ-.
of the Journalism Building beJoseph Willis at 242-1056 ot' l\iir.~;
tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Business
Margie Knapp at the National
Supervisor R.i<•hurd Pfaff reported
Student Association office, UN.M
COMPU'I'BUS WOIW IIAHD when registration
that there are still many Mh·uges
ing fall and spring registration, the UNM Data campus, at 277-4106 ()r 4406 or at
times contCI! at UNM and registration for the
](lft.
Processing Center keeps three stalfs busy with home at 299-2465.
24 hour workloads in order to get everything in
Mirages can be picked up upon ~;ummcr s~·ssiou will be no dilferent. The summer
session
begim;
JUonday
after
one
day
of
registraorder
for 13,000 UNM students. Pre-semester
presentation of a student al!tivity
tion
on
Saturday.
About
500
students
are
exregistration
always means lines of students signPhotography Club
ca~·d. Non-activity card holders
ing up courses, but it also means lines of cards
Students interested in forming
will be charged $5 £or a copy of llected to register for the eight week session. Jim
Armijo, above, is on~ of the computer operators
in ·the UNM Data Processing Center and a couple a photography club this summer
the yearbook.
who will b~ working overtime to be sure that all
of days of headaches for computer programmers can leave their names and phone
IHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII students' ca1·cls are properly computerized. Durand operators.
numbers at the Games Area desk,

Summer Director

·Names Assistant

UNM Receives Large Basket Collection;
Termed One of Best in North America

Archaeology Dig
Set for Summer

Tutoring Council
Asks Student Aid

.'

Saturday, Ju11e 15, 1968
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Lettera are welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten. doublE: spaced. Name, telephone number and addrc:~s must be
included, although name wiU be

-

. .,-

Few students attend summer session at the U. because
they really want to. :M:ost students would rather be on vacation or working somewhere making money.
After spending nine months in school it's a real drag to
spend most of the summer in school again. Not only are students fed up with school but the summer session has drawbacks that are not present to as great an extent during the
regular term.
During summer session most classes meet iive days a
week for at least 60 minutes instead of the usual 50. The
labs in normal four-hour courses meet twice a week for three
hours each time. This tends to bore students rather quickly.
Another drawback is that class rooms are hot and stuffy.
It's hard to pay attention, especially during the last ten minutes of class. Possibly the hardest thing of all in the summer
is settling down to do home work.
But with all of these drawbacks summer school does
have its good points.
Most student carry a low number of hours and with daylight savings time in effect that leaves a lot of time after
school to mess around. Also for those interested, the library
is almost vacant during summer session.
Registration is not nearly as grueling for the summer
session as it is for the fall and spring semesters. While it's
still not much fun, at least it only lasts one day.
Another good thing about summer school is that beer
seems to taste a lot better after school in the summer than
it does after school in the regular term. And the long hot
afternoons give lots of incentive to drink it.
In summer session there is no excuse for not dressing as
informally as you wish. Cut-offs, Bermudas and shorts are
almost a pre-requisite for summer session.
All in all summer school is still a drag but if you coneentmte on the good points and forget the drawbacks summer
session is a lot more tolerable.

What Now McCarthy?

reques~

I

The Resistance Provides
Draft Counseling

Summertime: The Livin'
Ain't Easy

Page3

State of Affairs

Letters
withheld upon

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Dear Editor:
The New Me:x:ico :Resistu.nce
claims to be able to keep anyone
out of the army. We are opposed
to thE." wal' in Viet Nam nnd do
not want to see anyone he d1•afted if hE." does not want to go. The
R••sistance has tl·ained draft
counselors who know all the details and vagaries of the draft
law, and we have set up a draft
counseling office at 120 Yale St.,
SE. Counselo1·s will be in the office
on 'Vednesdays from 1 to 5 p.m.
and on Thursdays from 6 to 10
p.m. The main Resistance head.
quarters is alwayB open (8981798).
We just completed a draft
counselors training cdurse-15
hours of class on the Selective
Service Law and Regulationstaught by William Smith and his
wife. They are both lawyers from
Los Angeles who specialize in Selective Service Law, and they are
considered among the top draft
lawyers in the country.
In addition to strictly legal
means of avoiding the draft, The
Resistance has information about
traveling to Canada or resisting
the draft openly.
Jeffrey Smedberg

With Parents

Future Students
To Visit Campus
Seniors feel pretty confident on
the day they graduate from high
school. But when they arrive on
a big university campus, a lot of
that confidence fades.
UNM is planning a full-scale
attack on the problem. For the
second year, high school graduates and their parents are being
invited to spend a day on campus this summer.
The special programs are planned for July 1, 3, 9, 11, 17, 19, 22,
25, 30, Aug. 1, 5, and 7. Almost
2000 invitations are being prepared for seniors throughout the
state, inviting them and their
parents to select one of the dates
to visit the campus.
The day will begin with a gen.
eral meeting, followed by another
hour in which the students and
their parents can have special
counseling sessions with the
Dean of Women, Dean of Men,
honors program, scholarships
and loans office, housing, or job
placement bureau. There will be
enough time for each student to
visit about three of the programs.
Before lunch, students will
meet as one group and the parents as another group, so they
can ask any questions which
might have arisen during the
morning, said Dean of Men Howard Mathany.

I

By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
WASHINGTON-Alas, poor Eugene McCarthy. Once more, and
for at lellst the fifth time in a few months, nearly all the political
experts are writing his political obituary. Tho Senator from Minnesota has impressed the vote1·s wherever he has run, but nothing he
does seems to impress the commentators.
When he first announced last December his challenge of an incumbent President was treated as a joke. When he unexpectedly elected
to meet the President head-on in New Hampshire, it was considered
suicidal. When he ran behind Senator Kennedy in Indiana and Neb.
raska, it was supposed to be all .over.
After his victory in Oregon, it was briefly, but grudgingly, admitted
that a lot of voters thought he was still alive, no matter what the
handicappers said. His performance in California, where his slate got
well over three times the vote of the Humphrey slate, also showed a

lot of vitality.

:~

~~

::l

But now the sad and sudden removal of Robert Kennedy from the
race has inspired a fresh consensus that McCarthy hasn't a chance
against Vice President Humphrey. It is true that the death of Kennedy has complicated McCarthy's problem, but it is also true that if
the latter ever had a chance then he still has one. In one sense his
chances have been hurt; in another they have been helped.
In the continuing struggle for delegates in the non-primary states,
Senator Kennedy's forces might have been able to win over or neutralize some of the party regulars who are inclined toward the Administration and Humphrey. On the other hand, there is now no longer any
danger of McCarthy and Kennedy fighting and injuring each other,
and of dividing the large anti-Administration vote they brought out
all over the country.
From now on, McCarthy will be the sole rallying point for those
Democrats who want a change. In a straight t\vo-man test with Humphrey in future public opinion polls, it is logical to assume that McCarthy will soon gain some points. If he steadily rises in the polls,
and ultimately establishes a clear margin over the Vice President, he
will have at least some chance regardless of the party machine.

* * *

The modern Democratic party has an unbroken tradition of giving
the nomination to the candidate with the most popular support. Senator Kennedy entered the primaries not merely to get delegates, but
chiefly to demonstrate to the party leadership that the Johnson-Humphrey administration had lost the confidence of most Democrats.
He and McCarthy won 10 consecutive primaries, rolling up a combined anti-administration vote ranging from 70 to 88 per cent, But
this won't be enough to stop the administration steam-roller unless
McCarthy can follow up with a spectacular showing in both national
and state public opinion polls.
The primaries are now over except for New York's next Tuesday.
It is hard to say what will happen, but the anti-administration vote
will probably again add up to a large mapority. No candidate has
ever won the Democratic nomination without either New York or California, or usually both, in his corner.

* * *

Just what the Kennedy machine will do in the coming months is
uncertain. The Senator's popular following largely based on his
strong anti-administration appeal, is not likely to flop over to Humphrey, but many of the Senator's top backers, advise_rs, and lieutenants, were more devoted to him personally than to his crusade. Had
he not entered the race, some of them certainly would have )5Upported
the administration, and not a few may still do so.
It will not, however, be easy for Senator Edward Kennedy to make
such a switch. In his last campaign speeches, and indeed even in his
victory speech just before he was shot, Bob Kennedy was stressing the
importance of his forces and McCarthy's carrying on a united campaign against Humphrey. The grand object, he seemed to say, should
not be personal ambition but the "cause"-and his brother, Ted, ap·
peared to share that view.
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Can Improve Your Grades
And Speed Up Your Studying
WATCH

ORGANIZAnON
Organlatlon h the firat and moot important atea
in studyinl!(. We t~ach tlte student bow to organiZ4
and u•e all the materials of lexto, aupplementa,
"?l!rl:l!sted readings, and elaiiS notes. Special eea••ono are held lor praeticin~; and developin!
heuer study techniqu••·

CONCISE NOTE TAKING
Wilh use of recall teehniques, the student J1a 8
lime to or~;anize the professor's lecture while it u
presented, inste.d of collecting voluminou• notes
which ruay need houro ol reorganizin~;. This i•
.,.pecially v11luable if tl•e lectu.re does not follow
a dear eut, conclee fOI'DIIII.

Special program

JUNE 15-SAT.-5:00 PM
REVOLUTION IN READING ... Evelyn Wood, noted reading
authority, will discuss the best seller AIRPORT with author
Arthur Hailey, as well as two dynamic readers who will read
AIRPORT at 2,000 words per minute.
GRADUATE COMMENTS ABOUT THESE TECHNIQUES

CONCENTRATION
Concentration while readin~; and etudyinr is very
diffieult for many pwple who r<'ad slowly. Jl.apid
ftadin~; r~uirce ciOl!e all.,ntion, and con~entra·
lion quickly improveo &O that etud..nte 11re not
eJ~sily distracted,

COMPREHENSION
Aa mnc::enlration in('ffMC8 ~omprrhcnsion improves. In •ddition, you J~am to read expectantly
for the author's ~onr<'pt• to whidt important facts
and details may be! lllladt<'d, Tlu.• """"It Is 11
!Jreatcr depth of eompreltension,

JOAN liEYER. "The course has not only enabled me to read
more rapidly, but It has helped my concept of organi~ation
• , , tht> techniques and study method of the course are direct
and simple to understand. They produce excellent results too!"
MARILYN l!AKEB. "In school work, the most important
starting point is organization. This course definitely 'Shows
one J10w to r('ad, organize, and Jearn the material."
JIM SCH,WABTZ. ''· •• greatest ndynntage is the new nppronch

to studymg.

nttaelc my worlc WJth vigor and excitement,"
JIM PHILLIPS, "!•'or the first time in my three years of college
l'v<o hnd tipw to r!'flet.t on whl!t the proft•ssors are saying
durmg the1r l!'rturt•s, My unu(lJmgs arP actunlly organized
recall patterns so cnnstruct!'<l that I do nut have to write
down everything verbatim like I have bPen doing. I do not
lmow.of any other S!dll that eould have taught me this simple
techmque l1lce Rt>a<lmg Dynamics hns done."

A nry important ruea&nre of your readin~; ahilitv
is how ruudt you remember. The recall pallt>m••
we l<'aeh will h~lp any student to quickly review
for exams. Thio is po&sibly tlte most important
part ot our pi'Ofl;rant.

basic principl<.>s of the course are sound .•. the elimination of
Visual backtraclting and auditory drag in pnrticulnr."
WAL':l'ER JOHNS0~1. "It will increase rending speed and cause
students to orgnmzc thoughts and concentrate in a positive

n1anncr."

XATUBYN JOH1~SON, "Will dPfinitely increase your reading

skills nnd stimulate interest in all reading."

SCOTT ROBINSON'. "• •• hf!lps tremendously with the avn·

lanche of technical material in school,"

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
There i• a limit to ltow muclt material <'an be!
eovered in rrgular lecture hours and texl8. Being
able lo read the 5upplcmental JTading lisl5 can
add lmmt'asurably lo the depth ot your education.
Reading Drnanti~.e tt'aeh.,.. eprdal tedmiques lor
uee of supp).,mcnlal referenece,
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Odd
Bodkins
By Dan O'Neill

], ANTHON CARBINE. "Since I enrolled in the course I l1nve
enjoyed reading, and my studying fo1· classes has been more
plearant. I have been malcing better grades with less time."
MARGARET GRIFFITH. "Through this course I have learned

two v~ry important aspects of studying: (1) :!lead eXlH!ctnntly,
and. (2) Look for answers in what you are reading. I'm now
gettu;g much more comprehension and I'm rendinrr IJlt a rate
that 1s seven times greater than my original rate."

IIAY CARLSON. "T~e marvel to the student Is that speed give·s
better comprehenmon. You lnust belie\'e thiS' seeming paradox.u

LAVONNE JONES. "It is really possible to increase your read·
lng speed and at the same time gain comprehension."
CHRIS P:F:TRO. "It Is .a 11ractic::I and helpful way to improve
your readmg rate wh1Ie 1mprovmg your comprehension."
DOUGLAS CLARK, "I can get the author's whole thought , • ,
read comparative material .•. cover the great classics , .."'

JULIE GLASS, "I l!-m accomplishing more out of books. This
course helped me m my concentration and studying."
~ON ALD C, HAMBBICK. "The course improves reading of all
~ypes of materials; improves concentration, and helps organ.
1ze study methods.''
CHARLES DOWNEY. ''I can now read fast enough to knoek
off many, if not most of the !tours I used to study-and still
make A's and B's.
WI~L ~·. POR'TERFIELD, "In incre .. se reading speed while
mamtammg comprehension; also learned valuable study
skllls which it took me two years of college to develop and
perfect. Had I had thilt course before college r would have
been more adequately prepared to study college matPrlnl."
~LINT PARE. "The course will improve speed comprehen•
s10n, and recall."
'

CAB_QL PORTER. "Through :!lending . Dynamics I began to
realize that sl?wness doesn't necessarily aid comprehension."

-----------------------------------------------------·
-----------a
ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION
SUMMER
MON.
'TUES.

L

I

CINDY BALLARD. "It seems to tie the parts together and give
a clearer image of the print and style.''
~YNN SCHMAZ:TZ. "It gives you very good skills for organlzmg your studymg. It .helps you get mQre out of any type of
reading you do-speedwise and contentwise."
ABLY ALLEN. "1 believe that the techniques taught In the
course are !'bsolutely essential for graduate wo;k. r wish I
had taken 1t sooner."

LAUREL ANDERSON. "There can be no doubt but what the

RmNTION

at 2.07 Dartmouth N.E.
•

KOB-TV Ch 4

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
Sponsored by Lyceum

CLASSES
START
Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Tues.

207 DARTMOUTH N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.

265-6761
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To: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
207 Dartmouth N.E. 87106
MAIL
Ploa•• •end descrlplion folder.

-June 20
--June 22
-June 24
-June 25
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'68-'69 Hoop Season Will See New Opponents
Defending Western Athletic
Conference basketball champion
New Mexico will see a flock of
new faces on its 1968-69 basketball schedule. The schedule was
announced by the UNM Athletic
Department and head coach Bob
King at the close of the spring
semester.
The schedule will be highlighted by the fourth annual Lobo
Invitational
Tournament
at
University Arena in December,
The Invitational, which has been
played during Christmas week
for the past three years, has
been moved to the week before
Christmas with the two night affair starting on Dec. 20.
TWO TEAMS that played in
last season's National Invitational Tournament, Fordham and
Temple, will J. oin San Francisco
and host
New Mexico in this season's
tournament.
Coach Bob King, who posted a
23-5 mark last year, has added
several new teams to the Lobo
schedule. St. Mary's College of
the West Coast Conference and
Lvy League member Brown University have been added to the
home schedule while the Lobos
will meet newcomers Colorado
and Butler University on the
road.
The 1968-69 season will open
here on Nov. 30 with Abilene
Christian College and will be followed up by a two game set with

the University of Hawaii in
Honolulu, The Lobos then play
host to Occidental College, the
University of Texas-El Paso and
St. Mary's before the Lobo Invitational.
FOR THE Ji'IRST time in years
the Lobos and the ·Miners from
hl'lll<' schedule, The Lobos meet
UTEP here on Dec. 14 and then
travel to El Paso for a game on
Dec. 23.
One of the big non-conference
rivalries on the Lobo schedule
will only give the fans a two day
rest. The Lobos meet New Mexico
State University in IJas Cruces
on Wednesday, Jan, 29, and then
the two state schools clash in
Albuquerque on Saturday, Feb.

New Mexico's only two conference losses last season came at
the hands of Utah and Arizona.
Both games were on the road and
were marred by near brawls.
The first WAC home games
wHI be with Arizona State University on Feb. 6 and the Univcrsity of Arizona on Feb. 8.
New Mexico will end the season
at home hosting BYU on Feb. 27
and Utah on March 1.
RETURNING FOR the Lobos
next season will be big men Ron
Sanford and G1•eg "Stretch"
Howard, both 6 foot 8, Howie
Grimes, Ron Becker, Keith Griffith, Steve Shropshire, Terry
iSchjlafsma, Lenny Lopez, and
George Maes.
1.
The only starter from last seaThe intense intra-state rivalry son's championship squad that
last season sparked nation-wide will be lost will be guard Ron
interest in New Mexico basket- Nelson, the most valuable player
ball and earned the state's bas- on 1as t year ' s t eam.
Nelson was an All-WAC selecketball talent a feature spread
in Sports Illustrated Magazine. tion, won the conference free
The Lobos and the Aggies both
throw shooting title, finished
earned• berths in the NCAA Far second in the overall league scorWest Regionals. The Lobos won ing race, and participated in the
both of the regular season con- United States Men's O)ympie
tests but lost the third to the Basketball Trials at the Arena
Aggies in the consolation bracket last April.
of the NCAA Regionals.
NELSON HAS since received
THE LOBOS START thei'r def ·
pro ess10nal offers from the Minfense of the WAC crown in Lara- nesota Muskies of the American
mie on Jan. 10 with the Univer- Basketball Association and the
sity of Wyoming and the follow- :Ffa;ltimore Bullets of the Naing week meet Utah in Salt Lake tiona! Basketball Association.
City on Thursday and Brigham
New Mexico climbed as high
Young in Provo on Saturday.
as fourth place in both major

School and has been a top rebounder and scorer for Nelson.
Pardun averaged 23.9 points per
game and 20 rebounds as a junior
and as a senior, averaged 25
points per contest and 18 rebounds.
THIS PAST season, Othello
posted a 14-6 season record, finished second in its district and
fifth in the state of Washington.
Pardon is a nephew of .Mr. and
Mrs. James Rose of Tijeras, New
Mexico.
The Lobo freshman team wiii
be under new direction this season after the appointment of Jim
Johnston to head frosh coach position. Johnston scouted for the
Lobo varsity last season and was
an assistant to both King and
freshman coach Bob Leigh.
LEIGH, THE head coach of the

Mod
Straps
•

...

./

Dress
Leather
Straps

Speidel
Kreisler
Eton
Bands

nationally ranked Lobo baseball
team, will continue on King's
staff in a scouting capacity.
Leigh this season led his Lobo
baseballers to a 37-13 record, a
new school mark.
Last season ,the freshman basketball team suffered only one
regular season loss. The defeat
came at the hands of Trinidad
Junior College and New Mexicobound Olympian Spencer Haywood.
The Wolfpups had perhaps the
most talented squad ever in school
hi11tory last season with the likes
of ·wmic Long, who was named
Mr. Basketball in his home state
of Indiana his senior year, and
sparkplug playma!ter Petie Gibson.
I.ong, who stands 6 foot 7, and
Gibson, nearly a foot shorter 5
foot 9, teamed up to make the
Wolfpups the explosive offensive
dub that scored over the 100
mark in six contests.
Long and Gibson are expected
to move up to the varsity next
year along with Ken Otteni, Armando Reyes, Fred Grawe, and
John Brown. The members of
last season's Wolfpups will bolster a varsity squad that posted a
23-5 record last season, won the
Western Athletic Conference basketball crown, and earned a berth
in the NCAA Far West Region-

A pair of graduating seniors at
UNM dominated the final 1968
baseballer statistics in a record
setting season for Lobo coach Bob
Leigh.
First baseman Mike McLaughlin, a native of Concord, Calif.,
led the regulars in batting with
a .350 batting average with 63
hits in 180 official trips to the
plate. Rated by many as the tinest fielding first sacker in the
area, McLaughlin also led the
team in two base hits with 10
plus had five triples and one
homerun.
HE FINISHED his collegiate
career with a three year batting
average of .303.
Junior Jim Palmer was the Lobos' leader in the RBI race with
31 to his credit and was second
in batting with a .338 average.
Junior Jim Thorson topped the
team in triples with 11 plus was
second in REI's with 29.
Senior righthander Bob McAulay dominated the pitching statistics with a 9-2 record, a 1.44
earned run average and 128
strikeouts. The native of Albuquerque lost his first game of the
season 3-1 to Texas-El Paso and
then won eight in a row before
losing to the University of Arizona, 6-2.
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IN HIS THREE years as a
Lobo starter, McAulay posted a
24-9 record on the mound and had
a three season total of 334 strikeouts and an ERA of 2.88.
Senior righthander Ralph Sallee was second in strikeouts for
the season with 115 to his credit.
Sallee was 7-4 for the year with
an ERA of 2.90. Sallee recorded
299 strikeouts during his collegiate career.
New Mexico finished the campaign batting .266 with 46
doubles, 35 triples, and 11 homeruns. The pitching staff combined
its talents for a team ERA of
2.87. The Lobo pitching staff set
a UN¥ record by striking out 469
batters.
'fHE 1968 SEASON was full of
firsts for the Lobos. The 37-13
season record was the finest ever
at New Mexico while the 6-6 record and first place tie in the
Southern Division of the Western
Athletic Conference was the highest finish ever by a New Mexico
team.
The Lobos had visions of a
southern division title after an
impressive three game sweep of
defending national champion Arizona State in Albuquerque. Those
dreams were shattered when New
Mexico dropped three straight to
Arizona in Tucson. One win
would have given the Lobos the
title.
Arizona went on to win the division title and earn the right to
meet nortllern division champion
BYU in a three game playoff for
theWAC title. BYU won the playoff and a regional playoff to earn
a berth in the Collegiate World
Series.
BYU dropped a first round
game to number one ranked
Southern California Tuesday
night, 5-3. BYU was ranked tenth
in the country at season's end by
Collegiate Baseball, a bi-weekly
newspaper out of Tucson.

-

-.C~

NEW ORLEANS-Mario Mariani, 6 foot 5, 260-pound tackle
who. is a graduate of UNM, was
signed as a free agent by the
New Orleans Saints of the National Football League.
Mariani, a junior college A;llAmerica at Contra Costa, Cahf.,
before transferring to New Mexico, was drafted by the Washington Redskins in 1965 and played
in the Canadian Football League
in 1966 and 1967.
Another former New Mexico
.,., star, Jack Abendschan, a place
kicker, also starred with the Grey
Cup
champion Saskatchewan
Roughriders before playing out
his option. Abendschan signed
with the Denver Broncos of the
American Football League this
year.
Abendschan''S last appearance
in a Lobo football uniform came
this spring when he played on
'I
the Alum football team in the
Annual Cherry-Silver Football
game at University Stadium. Don
Perkins coached the Alumni team.
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By WAYNE CIDDIO
When Rudy Feldman accepted
the position of head Lobo football coach last Christmas Eve, he
made several statements that
would indicate that he had intentions of making a football team
out of the perennial Western
Athletic Corlference doormat.
Among the remarks Feldman
made were, "I'm coming into the
WAC with my eyes open. This is
no potato league. I've lived close
enough to Laramie for five years
to know that."
"WE'RE GOING TO start out
very fundamentally to see who
possesses the skills we're looking for."
"'I'he success of the 1968 football Lobos will depend on whether or not the players are willing
to pay the price."
With these comments on record, Feldman conducted his first
spring training session as head
mentor, He and his hard nosed
assistants, Dale Perini, Walt
Klinker, Burt Clark, Bill Mondt,
and Larry Bielat, convinced a
few of the squad members that
there must be an easier way to
finance a college education.
EVERYONE WAS looking forward to a rock and sock game
with the Alums in the Annual
Cherry-Silver Game to see if
Feldman could really produce or
'if he was making the platitudinous remarks that are so characteristic of coaches around the world.
The varsity walked all over the
tired old-timers, but the most
exciting action in the contest
came when tempers flared and
old teammates exchanged epithets
and pseudo-punches ucross the
line of scrimmage. There just
wasn't much to writo home about
except flashes of brillance displayed hy halfback Dave Bookert.
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
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Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
It's Cool lnsidel
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

RENE MATISON, holder of the UNM school record in the 100
yard dash along with Bernie Rivers and Steve Caminiti, has completed his track eligibility at New Mexico. Malison's graduation will
mark the end of a brilliant Lobo sprinter career f9r the native of
Gary, Ind.

Sweetlteart Z>au /Vurseru
Hot Lunches
Near The University

Organized Play
Beautiful Atmosphere

(Licensed and Insured)
Call us for infonnation about full weekend care
for children of vacationing parents

1108 Alvarado N.E.

'68 Grid Season
To Test Feldman

\

10

UNM Grad Signs
With NFL Tearn

U. Season Statistics

First Freshman Basketball Player Signs
Letter of Intent to Attend U., King Says
UNM signed its first freshman
basketball player of the year on
June 1 when Lobo coach Bob
King announced that Tom Pardun of Othello, Wash. had signed
the national letter of intent.
Pardun, who stands 6-4 and
weighs 195 pounds, played both
center and farward for coach
Don Nelson at Othello High
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2 Baseballers Lead

In SIX seas?ns at UN~, Lo~o
coach Bob Kmg. has. gmded his
teams t~ 116 VICtories and. 44
losses. Kmg has not had a losmg
season since he came to UNM as
head coach.

college basketball polls last season on the crest of 17 c~nsec~Jtive
wins in its first 17 outmg~. The
Lobos finished the season Wlth an
8-2 conference mark and a 23-5
overall record.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

256-0646

HEY! EVE BABY!
What you need-We•ve Got!
,!.

The Latest and Greatest
in Fabulous Fashion for
CAMPUS WEAR
and EVERYWHERE
Like (for instance)
Skirts

d
't e)l'!\)fe
J.

cu\\ottes

~ose

ewe/,.)'

Belts

P.J.'s
2937 MONT! VISTA BLVD., N.E.

Just off the Corner of Girard
at Centro!

Saturday, June 15, 1968
NEW MEXJCO LOBO

T~ugher Stand- on Marijuana, Oth..f!I. .~r~JJ..~. .~:en
By PHIL SEMAS
WASHINGTON (CPS)- Arrests for possession of marijuana
are becoming as common as protests on many campuses.
No one knows exactly how
many there have been, a compliation by the National Student Association lists 90 raids involving
333 persons, most of them college
students arrested for possession.
The most ·famous bust was at
the State University of New York
at Stony Brook where students
were rousted out of bed just before dawn in a police raid complete with extensive on-the-spot
press coverage.
BUT STONY BROOK is not
the only college to face the predawn raid tactic. At Bard College
in New York police stormed onto
the campus at 1 a.m., setting up
road blocks, searching dorms and
rousting students out of bed. They
arrested 34 students, 14 on drug
possession charges, the rest on
charges from drunk driving to
harrassing an officer Two New
and Keene State, have felt the
brunt of the :Pre-dawn tactics.
So has American University in
Washington, D.C.

ARRESTS FOR possession of
1.
. .
marijuana are rismg, In 1966 tue
California Department of Crimina! Statistics reportl;ed 14,209
arrests on marijuana charges.
In 1967 there were 37 513 or
about two-and-a,.,'half ti~es as
. t
many arxes s.
Why this upsurge in arrests?
There are three major reasons:
• Marijuana use among students is increasing. Chuck Hoilander, director of drug studies
u. s. Natt'onal Student
for t l.e
11
Association, estimates that in
1966 10 to 15 percent of the nation's students used marijuana.
Today he estimates that it has
risen to at least 20 per cent
everywhere except in the South
and as much as 35 per cent on
West Coast. Moreover, he
t Le
"
says that may be a conservative
estimate.

pus, usually with scare headlines
th cover
on e
•
ef 1
• Students are not car u
abo~.!~ when and w~er: th~y ~~=
mariJuana. An editonal . m .
Daily Cardinal at the Umversi~Y
of Wisconsin recen_tly ~arn~t:
"Drug users at th1s umversi Y
. .
k'
.. ana
: · · msls~ 0~ smo mg ~arTI · ·
m dormitories and a ver Is~ng
the fact to all the world · .' · 'I he
moral of Stony Br?ok lS that
students let down th_eir guard and
let themselves be mfi_ltrate_d. ~y
W
l~olice info~m~rs.
Js<:onsm IS
npe for a Similar exp~nence u~less students here. begm to rea.~
ize that drug use IS not a game.
• Perhaps the most importa~t
reason is the triumph of the p~Ilosophy of strict enforcement VIew
of drug use over the educational
view. This confrontation has occurred primarily within the Fed-

ferent
schools
showed
20-30
per
survey
of about
20 difA CPS
cent on most campuses. Most of
these were results of surveys
taken by the campus newspaper.
The effect of this increase in use
has been compounded by publicity. There are few national magazine which have not run at least
one story about drug use on cam-

TheGovernment.
two protagamsts.
In
era!
.
. the
battle have been Harry GlOJ;dano,
director of the Bureau of Narcotics, and James Goddard, commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration. Giordano is an
adv_ocate. ?f strict enforcement .of
anti-mariJUana laws and strict
new laws against LSD and other

ROTC Grads Get: Commissions
Nearly forty University of
New Mexico students in the
Navy and Air Force_ ~OTC :programs will be commiSSioned mto
the United States Armed Forces
in a ceremony June 19 on campus.
The commissioning ceremony
will be held in the Kiva Building
in the College of Education complex at 10 a.m.
RETIRING UNM President
Tom Popejoy will present the
commissions to the candidates
following addresses by officers in

Opera Guild Sets
National Contest

the ROTC units. A reception will
be held in the Desert Room of
the New Mexico Union after the
ceremony.
This year's Marine Col'ps class,
a part of the Navy ROTC program is the largest yet to be
commissioned from UNM. The
members of the class are commissioned as Second Lieutenants in
the Marine Corps. One of the
Marines, Donald Ray Bolger, of
Albuquerque, received his commission in advance of the class on
June 6, as he had to report to
Fort Benning in Georgia for airbourne training.
The other six members of the
Marine Corps class include George Christopher Dalia Jr., Ronald Jay Gonzales, Ross Morrison
MacAskill Sr., William Lewis
Nyland, Steven James Oder, and
Douglas Paul Wiita.
MORE STUDENTS will be
commissioned into the Marine
Corps in August and January
Fifteen students will receive
commissions of Ensign in the
Navy during the June 19 ceremony. They include 11 New Mexico students: Jay Gilbert Davis,
James Price Hampson, Rick
James Harbaugh, William Blust
Hughes, Joseph Paul Kelley, Stephen Earl Kyriss, Terry Lynn

Students who have completed
or will complete a suitable musical ~ducation for the operatic
stage are invited to compete in
the Illinois Opera Guild "Auditions of the Air."
Contestants in the nationwide
competition must be between the
ages of 20 and 35 and United
States citizens. Applicants must
submit a tape recording of their
voices with an official application blank to the Auditions Committee before October 16.
The Auditions Committee, composed of experts in opera, drama,
and music, will select those applicants best qualified to appt;ar
on the WGN broadcast senes
"Auditions of the Air."
Final auditions will be held on
stage of the Chicago Civic Opera
House, where the two most outstanding voices will be selected
for national awards totaling
$2500.
Complete information and entry blanks may. be obtained by
writing Opera Guild Auditions
Board, WGN Continental Broadcasting Company, 2501 West
Bradley Place, Chicago, Illinois
60618.

FOR SALE
1964 CHEVY IMPALA Super Sport. li'ull
power. factory air, rear sneaker radio,
bucket seats, white wall tires. Mctalic
gray. Exocllel>t condition. $1650. .2551676, _4::1:..·-=----:--::--:-:-:~-·
'66 YAMAHA YD 3 Road model, 250 cc,
Lcsg tho.n 4000 miles. ln excellent condition, $425. May be seen at 1920 l.o·

MM NE. A11t. 3.

:By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service

In other words, Goddard has
b ·
d ut And many educaeen ease 0 •
d .
•
tors fear the result Will be ozenf
of Stony Brooks and hu_ndreds o
narcotics agents CoJ!ung o?to
their campuses. The blg question
is what the educators' l·esponse

.~ASHINGTON -

College admllllstrators seem extremely concerned about the impact of the
new drug laws on the independence of , their institutions. But
they don t seem to be doing much
about it.
.T?e thing that worries the adnumstrators most is the presence
of narcotics agents, who uften
pose as students. In a CPS survey
of 39 ~alleges, 14 campus editors
were s~re there were narcotics
a~e~ts on their campuses, nine
d1dn t know ,and only six were

'11 b
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ART
SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils 6. Water Colon
Brushes- Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher lion & MDre
2510 Central S.E.

Across From Johnson Gym

The OWl!er of the Yale Street
Grasshopper bookstore, convicted
March 14 of selling obscene books
said yesterday that a date ha~
not yet been set for an appeal of
the conviction to state district
court.
"I don't really expect to hear
~rom th~ authorities very soon;
l'!terest m the case seems to have
d1ed down," Phillip Mayne, owner
of. the store at 120 Yale St. SE
sa1d.
'

Ben s Barber Shop
and Hair Styling
Specializing
in Razor-Cuts

Appointments
Available
But Not
Necessary

A MUNICIPAL judge found
Mayne guilty of violating Albuquerque's obscenity ordinance by
selling copies of "My Secret Life,"
an a?onymous description of the
sex hfe of a Victorian gentleman
The judge ruled that the book
lacked the necessary redeeming
social and literary value, but dismissed obscenity charges against
three others.
Mayne, 26, was arrested and
imprisoned in December after a
raid on the bookstore when copies
of several books were confiscated.
"There has been an incredible
amount of support, both verbal
and financial, for my case "
Mayne said yesterday. The Amc~
ican Civil Liberties Union expressed it.s concern, and an ACLU
lawyer assisted at the March trial
in city court.

and
Hair-Styling

Conveniently Close To Campus
(across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.
255-4371

Welcome Students

Planned for Summer
Albuquerque children aged 5
to 12 are invited to participate in
Children's Adventures in Recreation and Education, a summer
program sponsored by the University of New Mexico.
Movies, arts and crafts, field
trips, and outdoor and indoor
recreation are on the docket for
Monday, June 24, to Aug. 2. A
different country or culture will
be the focus of activities each
Week.
Most sessions will meet in the
New Mexico Union. Information
may be obtained by calling 2774706,
In addition, free movies for
children will be shown in the
Union Theater at 10 a.m. on
Wednesday.

Episcopal

Henrysm
has what you're hungry for
AMERICA'S GREATEST VALUE-MOST POPULAR MENU

Church

IOO'i l'ure ll<el H;mb:Jtt<r 18j
De!ure Butter ... .. . . • 3Zf
llolob!e Burw .. .. .. , .. 351

decide).

THE CHAPEL IS OPEN
study or general recreation.

For a wide vm i(•ly c,f yom· favol'ite foodsall prepar(<d freshly for you- it's Henry's
• •• hollll.' of AJJI(•rica'R most popular menu.

share my beautiful home-swimming
pool. Am seeking someone who would

ganizcd ))lay. Educational atmosphere,
Call us Cor information ort full . weekend care. 256-0646. 1108 Alvarado NE,
SERVICES

TYPING: Pa~tlal background: advert!•·
lng, financial, legal, sciences. . Double
spaced, legible manuscripts, Phone 2420649.
4t.

The Rev. W. E. Crews, Chaplain
450 Ash, N.E. (Univ. & Ash)
247-2515

llcad for

ll~nrll'll • ••

home of A-rin~'•

m011t popular m~n•

,916

Cet~llal

You've got to hand it to the
Iranians-they really try to deliver a letter before returning
it to the sender!
Bill Martin, director of Popejoy Hall at University of New
has received a bedraggled envelope
covered with Arabic writing
which apparently means "not at
this address.'' He mailed the envelope a year ago!
The envelope contained the current year's concert hall program,
which Martin mails to the parents
of each student who will be at
UNM the next year. It was sent
to the parents of a student in
Tehran, Iran.
"It must have floated around
the middle East, maybe by camel
back, all year. It's got writing in
six different colored inks. I have
to admit they really tried to deliver it!" Martin said.
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take no action against a student
who is convicted in civil courts.
On some campuses the student
goes through an established judicial procedure.
But these are exceptions, according to Chuck Hollander, director of drug studies for the
U.S. National Student Association. "The drug issue underlines
the differences between how universities' relationships with the
police make them change what
they say are their aims," he says.
DESPITE ITS importance to
education and especially to stu(Continued on page 3)

Thursday,June20,1968

Furboy to Speak
At UNM Mondoy
A fellow of the National Geographic Society of London will
open the six part "Lecture Under
the Stars" series Monday night at
8 on the UNM administration
building patio.
Dr. John H. Furbay, a professor who has taught in universities throughout the country and
served as the president of the
College of West Africa in Monrovia, Liberia, will speak on "The
Exploding Middle East."
DR. FURBAY holds a master's
degree from New York University, a doctorate :from Yale, and
has studied at the Universitv of
Chicago aml the Sorbonm! in
Paris. He has served as an education adviser for the Liberian
government.
After delivering 66 lectures in
65 days in 25 different countries
of the world, Dr. Furbay was
nicknamed "America's Non-Stop
Airborne Orator."
Dr. Furbay's glittering record
includes a career as a syndicated
newspaper columnist, a recipient
of the Brewer Aviation Trophy, a
lecturer at the World Seminar in
Geneva, etc.
A basic lesson present in all of
Furbay's lectures says, "The more
one travels the more one sees
basic likenesses among all the
peoples of the world." His life
has taken him to many lands
where he has lived with the people and learned their ways of
life.
Other lecturers scheduled for
the summer series are John D.
Craig, "Incomparable Greece,"
July 1; John Lawlor, "Britain's
Newest Universities," July 8;
Robert G. Mead, "Our Image in
Latin America," July 15; Leonard Adolf, "Vietnam," July 22;
and Harry Reed, "Alaska," July
29.
All of the talks will be held on
the administration building patio
unless films are included in the
lectures.

THE CHAPARRALS, a UNM spirit group, will be providing pompom rountines during next year's athletic events as usual. Recently
chosen as three of next year's regular chaparrals are, from left, Patty
Stead, Mary Sue Gaines, and Nancy Schmidt. Alternates will be Donna
Fontecchio, Gail Bandoni, Judi Nickerson, and Jill Yarborough.

'The King and I' Set Sources Concealed
For U. Popejoy Hall Conviction Upheld
Rodgers and Hammerstein's
musical, "The King and I" will be
performed in UNM's Popejoy Hall
this weekend by the Albuquerque
Civic Light Opera As~ociation.
Performances starring Albuquerque's Phil Mead as the king
of Siam will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
Reserved seats are now available for $3, $2.50, $2, and $1.50
by writing the Popejoy Hall boxoffice or telephoning 277-3121.
Adult memberships in the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association are good for all seats, and
children and student memberships
apply on the $2 and $1.50 seats.

Student Leaders Seek Commitment: to Poor

ij'

at an times. The Library,
Kitchen and Patio are for your use; a place to eat lunch,
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· Our Seventy-First Year of Eqitorial Freedom
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on the Faith and Practice of the
Episcopal Church will begin Wednesday, June 19, 8:00
P.M., continuing nightly for 12 week nights (or meeting
twice a week for six weeks - whatever the participants

to

appreciate .quiet, gracious atmosphere.
Phone 242-0649.
dt.
PERSONALS
SWEETHEART DAY NURSERY. Or•

"THE BOOKS confiscated from
my store are all widely circulated
under nation-wide publishers " he
said.
'
Mayne said he "had no clue"
about what prompted the raid on
the Grasshopper, and said that
to his knowledge similar books
had not been removed from
shelves at other Albuquerque
stores.
The store owner said he and his
lawyer, Dan McKinnon of Albuquerque, intend to "carry the case
all the way to the top-if we can
afford it."

Iranian Postmen
Children's Program Make Due Rounds

CANTERBURY CHAPEL

Nursery care available

house, and the Grasshopper.
Mayne said he also received offers of assistance from the New
Mexico Library Association and
the Sandia Base library.
"We're not looking to speed up
the appeal process " he said
"W'd
e rather let the' authorities'
run the show; we'd rather not
push them, beeause our relations
with the city vice squad and with
the courts have been good so far.
We don't want to instigate any
bad feeling."
Mayne said his case represented
the first time that the city's obscenity ordinance had been applied to books. Other dealers have
been charged with selling obscene
magazines, he said.

IN ADDITION, benefit poetry
readings were held at UNM, the
Old Town Studio, Hozhon coffee

SUNDAY EUCHARIST
10:00 A.M.

Drug

!emma was proposed in the April aware that students were using
Issue of Trans-Action magazine drugs on campus, but it would not
by Northwest University sociolo- be required to respond."
gist Howard Backer. Becker pro~
poses that university administraMOST administrations have no
tions try to educate students to qualms about what to do if a stuav::id getting caught. He says:
dent., is arresteo;I or found using
If an educational program of m~riJuana; he Is kicked out, At
Brigham Young University, for
-~E OTHER big problem ad- this kind . . . were started on a
and
if
students
took
their
campus,
example,
any student who is armimstrators face is whether to
le~sons
seriously,
many
fewer
rested
is
automatically
suspended
cooperate with narcotics agents
m1ght
engage
in
those
actions
from
the
university
even
if he is
when they are contacted for information or assistance. Most of· likely to provoke arrest or detec- later acquitted. Such supposedly
them have decided to cooperate, tion, There would be fewer inci- liberal institutions as Haverford
College in Pennsylvania will susand many have gone so far as .to dents to make publicity about
fewer
incidents
for
the
adminis~
.
pend
a student for drug use.
help police pose as students.
tration to respond to. The adminThere are a few campuses, howOne possible answer to their di- istration no doubt would still be
ever, where the university will

·
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Now With
2 Barbers
Ben and Ron

sure that there weren't. Most of
the on-campus busts, including
those at Stony Brook Bard and
. '
.
A mer1can,
came after' investigation by undercover agents on the
campus. A Vassar college professor recently attacked the use of
narcotics agents on that campus.

on

Grasshopper Case
NEW
MEXICO
LOBO
Waiting for Action

LANG ELL'S

line now that he is out from
~x~p~ec~t~ed~to~~ta~k~e~a~m~u~c~h~to~u~g~h~e~r~:::::===~~~~~~

INQUIRER CLASSES

WANT ADS
FOR RENT
WOMAN -·GRADUATE STUDENT

Smith, Robert Lewis Squires,
Arthur Lee Richardson John
Townsend McWilliam and Grant
Arthur Reel Jr.
Out-of-state students receiving
the Nava ]commissions are James
Alex and e r Bendel, Samuel
Arthur Bradley, Alan Stevens,
Graham, Christian Robert Cross,
Thomas James Keagy, Christopher Charles Morell, and John
Duffy Taylor.
Fourteen students are Air
Force candidates for the commission of Second Lieutenant. They
are Ronald Russell Deyhle,
James Arnold Flagstead, Charles
Michael Herndon, a distinguished
military graduate, Vincent Joseph Hrenak, Richard Solomon
Jaramillo, Michael Orion Jordan,
Rudolfo Martinez, Donald Paul
Murphy, academic honors, James
Frederick Roach, Jack Edward
Sims,
distinguished
military
graduate, Richard Halsey Steele,
academic honors, Richard Kenneth Strome Jr., Terrence David
Woodruff, distinguished military
graduate, and Gary Howard Wilson, academic honors.
Because of personal conflicts
with the commissioning date six
more Air Force students will be
commissioned after the June 19
ceremony.

hl_alllucmogt:ns. dG tl. laws against
1c y ques 1one nc .
ssion of marijuana.
po~s~DDARD HAS lost the battle.
Pr;sident Johnson called for new
.
u efforts in his State of
a;:b-tJ _g
age lambasting
ttl.e
m~n ::;,:~~ sl~very to the
uose w 0
oung."
Y Goddard's defeat is best demonstrated by the creation of the
new Bureau of Narcotics and
J t'
Dangerous Drugs in the us tce
Department, combining Giordano's Bureau of Narcotics and
the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control, which was part of Goddard's FDA. The director of the
new bureau has not yet been
named, but he is expected_ to ~
someone with a strong ant1-mart· t d'
juna view. The two assocm e . 1"
rectors will be Giodano and John
Finlator director of the Bureau
of Dru~ Abuse Control, who is

Officials Worried But Inactive

I

College Press Service
WASHINGTON (CPS) A
group of student leaders representing a variety of campus organizations, causes, and presidential candidates has issued a
call for a "new youth commitment" to meeting the demands of
the poor, beginning with "massive'' pai-ticipation in the Mobilization for the Poor People's Campaign here June 19.
The call, coordinated by officials
of the National Student Associa·
tion, listed several reasons which
make it "clear to us that efforts to
achieve change in this country
have reached a critical stage.''
The reasons are:
"Widespread indifference to the
proposals o:f the President's riot

commission report; Congressional
intransigience to meeting t h e
needs of the poor; cries for law
and order without corresponding
demands for justice and equality
in our nation's cities; highlighted
by the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and, recently,
Sen. Robert Kennedy."
Mrs. Susan Oliver, a former
staff member of Kennedy Youth
Action, said at a press conference
this week that joining the Poor
People's Campaign will appeal
to former Kennedy supporters
who might feel lost but who still
"feel it is important to continue
improvements."
Student coordinators for the
campaigns of Sen. Eugene McCarthy, Vice President Hubert Hum-

phrey, and Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, and leaders of the Campus
Young Democrats and Campus
Americans for Democratic Action,
joined Schwartz in signing the
statement.
"We must make it clear," the
call said, "that politicians at every level of government who oppose nevv programs for the poor
will feel the full brunt of student
power against them this summer
and next fall as they seek election." The statement continued,
"We insist that there must be a
reordering of national priorities
for a total mobilization of all resources to eliminate poverty. This
has been said often enough, but
we must mean it. We intend to
make a major new youth commit-

ment to securing the enactment of
this new program.''
Schwartz said he expects at
least 25,000 students to join the
June 19 march.
"We hope that other progressive forces in the country will follow our example. As student leaders, we have many disagreements.
Yet our differences have not overshadowed our basic agreement
that this country must do much
more to erase poverty and racism
than it has doen thus far. Others
must unite around this principle
as well.
"Whatever the response of other groups may be, however, the
young people are ready to move,
and June 19 will be the beginning," the statement said.

In Drug Use Case

WASHINGTON-The Supreme
Court has refused to review the
contempt citation of a former st~- .._.
dent editor who would not reveal
the names of seven student marijuana users she interviewed.
The student, Mrs. Annette
Buchanan Conard, interviewed
the marijuana users for a story
which appeared in the May 24,
1966, edition of the University of
Oregon Daily Emerald, of which
she was managing editor. After
the story appeared, Mrs. Conard
was subpoenaed by ,Eugene, Ore.
District Judge William Frye, but
she refused to reveal the names
of the students she had interviewed to a grand jury, despite a
court order demanding that she do
so. She was cited for contempt of
court and fined $300.
In refusing to review the case,
the Supreme Court upheld Mrs.
Conard's conviction, which had"
been upheld in January by the
Oregon Supreme Court.
In her defense, Mrs. Conard
argued that the Constitutional
provisions for a free press include
the right of a reporter to withhold the identity of con:fid•mtial
news sources. The state ·maintained that her refusal to reveal
the names con.stituted withht)lding
information necessary for th~ arrest and prosecution of drug
users.
Presently, only 13 state::: have
a law which permits newsm•m to
refuse to reveal con:fid<mtial
sources, as doctors, lawyers, and
ministers can.

